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EFCO Introduces New Energy Efficient, Impact Resistant Storefront
MONETT, Mo. – Adding another cutting-edge product to its lineup, EFCO officially
unveiled its new Series 526 Thermal Impact Storefront today.
"The Series 526 Storefront is one of our most versatile products, and we are excited to
release it to the market," said Dave Hewitt, EFCO director of sales and marketing. "It
proves that the balance between aesthetics, performance and security can be struck."
Designed to accommodate 1-5/16" insulating glass units for enhanced U- values, the
Series 526 incorporates the use of a polyurethane thermal barrier that enhances the
frame's CRF values. Dry-glazed interior and exterior gaskets eliminates the usage of any
structural silicone sealants, and provides enhanced thermal performance by ensuring a
high-quality weather seal.
Series 526 also utilizes screw-spline frame construction for decreased shop fabrication
labor, allowing ladders to be built prior to installation, reducing field labor cost.
In addition, the Series 526 meets large- and small-missile impact standards and can be
used with a variety of EFCO entrance packages. In fact, the integral door adaptors make
it compatible with all EFCO entrance doors, while the availability of outside- and insideglazed configurations increases versatility.
For more information or to order the Series 526 Storefront or any of EFCO's products,
please visit www.efcocorp.com or call 1-800-221-4169.

About EFCO
A Pella company, EFCO is one of the world's leading manufacturers of architectural
aluminum windows, curtain walls, storefronts and entrance systems for commercial
architectural applications. Headquartered in Monett, Missouri, its vertically integrated
manufacturing process provides careers for more than 1,600 skilled employees to ensure
quality at every step. Focusing on providing innovative customer solutions to design
challenges, while adhering to budgets and other project concerns, EFCO's background
includes everything from historical replication to cutting-edge new construction. EFCO is
dedicated to supporting the building community with products, services and programs
that promote outstanding commercial design.
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